CISO+
Put Coalfire’s industry knowledge and security expertise to work on your team

The combination of limited resources and a lack of disciplined methodology often leaves organizations unable to consistently demonstrate business value and reduce risk. These challenges can lead to an inconsistent application of effective enterprise cyber risk strategy principles.

Across all industries, organizations are faced with growing cyber risk governance and oversight concerns, including:

• Increased regulatory challenges and resulting scrutiny
• A lack of adequate preparation for ever-evolving threats
• Insufficient resources to address privacy, identity, and information security risks
• Succession challenges and the ability to attract top-level talent
• An organizational culture that underestimates the need to recognize and respond to threats
• The pace of change required to institutionalize cyber-secure business processes

CISO+ provides security leadership on demand through a three-tier model.

• Tier 1 – Executive leadership and support: Provides strategic guidance on cybersecurity and regulations, support for board briefings, and CISO representation to internal and external stakeholders. Our professionals coach and mentor your security leader(s) to help them establish strategy and influence organizational culture.

• Tier 2 – Security program leadership: Oversees and/or provides support for existing security governance, risk, and/or compliance activities and initiatives. We liaison with your internal stakeholders to help existing C-suite leaders achieve specific security goals and objectives.

• Tier 3 – Mid-level security manager/practitioner: Leads security governance, risk, and/or compliance activities and initiatives; helps implement security program capabilities; and provides awareness training, policy development, controls documentation, dataflow analysis, etc.

As part of CISO+, our experienced professionals can act independently as the CISO or complement your incumbent/acting CISO. Our experts will provide representation to external clients, customers, and regulators.

COALFIRE’S CISO+ PROGRAM
Designed to address cybersecurity risk concerns, the CISO+ program may include the following services:

• Executive communication
• Current state analysis
• Stakeholder alignment
• Strategy and roadmap development
• Program implementation
• Governance structure development
• Policy, standards, and procedures development
• Project oversight
WHY CHOOSE COALFIRE

- For nearly 20 years, our team of skilled advisors has helped organizations define their needs and provide clear visibility of organizational risk posture.
- We draw upon vast compliance specialization to help remediate IT-specific compliance gaps and establish readiness to satisfy compliance obligations.
- Our credentialed, seasoned cybersecurity professionals are effective communicators who present our findings in business terms for truly actionable insights.

CISO+ services leverage the Strategy+ framework to ensure services align to prioritized business outcomes and are managed to optimal performance.

PROTECT YOUR ORGANIZATION’S VALUABLE INFORMATION.

Learn more about Coalfire’s CISO+ services.

Coalfire.com | 877.224.8077

About Coalfire

Coalfire is the trusted cybersecurity advisor that helps private and public sector organizations avert threats, close gaps, and effectively manage risk. By providing independent and tailored advice, assessments, technical testing, and cyber engineering services, we help clients develop scalable programs that improve their security posture, achieve their business objectives, and fuel their continued success. Coalfire has been a cybersecurity thought leader for nearly 20 years and has offices throughout the United States and Europe. For more information, visit Coalfire.com